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I try to stay humble but it's hard when you this fly.
want a picture with you hand the camera to their guy..
and i know that they just wanna pose with the kid
so my clothes staying fresh and my dong getting big.
so many stars above me but they don't mention me.
but is hard when you feel like a celebrity (when you feel
like a celebrity)

look homie try and tell me that mac aint that well, leave
mac with a half and have that smile, wanna have a
good time but i gotta hard grind
i gotta go bad right now
the way these people be loving is hard to comprehend
every time i go out, out in the public feel like the boy
gotta a lot of friends
i don't want to end bro be back in the crib smoking and
playin nintendo
cause me i try to be up at the grammys
throwing parties in miami, round the bend im in this
speech, recognize me in the streets
with a hundred thousand women rocking all expensive
limo living life like is a dream
i can't wait to be the king, shit i don't want it to ever end
but for you bitches its something i wouldn't
recommend

chorus
I try to stay humble but it's hard when you this fly.
want a picture with you hand the camera to their guy..
and i know they just one pose with the kid
so my clothes staying fresh and my dong getting big.
so many stars above me but they don't mention me.
but is hard when you feel like a celebrity (when you feel
like a celebrity)

coming back with a vengeance, take a breath in the
pause right after the sentance, uh, go hit your l. now
back to the business, with a round of a applause, got
shorty right down to her draws. don't mess around with
the best around
when it's gonna come back to the bars. they gotta know
i'm, i'm so high, ask me boy i won't lie, my bodies stuck
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on ghost ride, throw a toast to the most high,i don't
need you to co sign, if you don't like me fuck you, but
don't try and say wassup when you come through.
Cause i don't need you man, the boy done gained a
heap of fans, 150 downloads in a minute when i leap
the jam. The future of this music shit homie i believe i
am
every time i rock the mic they get out their seats and
say damn

I try to stay humble but it's hard when you this fly.
want a picture with you hand the camera to their guy..
and i know they just one pose with the kid
so my clothes staying fresh and my dong getting big.
so many stars above me but they don't mention me.
but is hard when you feel like a celebrity (when you feel
like a celebrity)
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